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ABSTRACT
U'ltil fairly recently the conventional wisdom in the finance academic
co mm u~tty was that security prices follow a random walk. Some

rnfluential papers have uncovered evidence of mean reversion

p~rtlcul~rly o~er long.~r horizons. Siegel (1998) has suggested that

gtven thts evtdence: the holding period becomes a crucial. issue
when the data reveal the mean reversion of the stock returns." In this
pa~er, we explore the pattern of mean reversion in post-Wo rld War ll
U.~. stock returns and find that it peaks in a 4-year cycle. Given this
empm~al regularity we show that a buy-and-hold investment stra tegy,
winch ts appropriate under a random walk, is no longer optimal.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the last decade we have witnessed an intense interest in the
issue of mean reversion in stock returns. W hen Fama and French
(1988) and Poterba and Summers (1988) documented mean reversion
in long-horizon (greater than one year) stock returns, the initial debate
revolved around what these findings implied for the market efficiency
hypothesis. If stock prices have a significantly predictable component,
then this could be consistent with models of an irrational market in
which prices exhibit long but ultimately temporary swings away from
fundamental values.1 Alternatively, this price behavior could also result
from time-varying equilibrium expected returns in an efficient market.
If there is some sort of average to which stock prices tend to return,
then apart from the market effi ciency question, the mean reversion
phenomenon could be a significant factor in making optimal asset
allocatio n decisions.
A number ofrecent papers have explored the issue of predictability
in stock returns and the implications for investment decisions. For
inst ance, Barberis (2000) considers bo th buy-and-hold and dynamic
rebalancing strategies for long horizon investo rs in the context of
predictable returns. He shows that the risk-averse investor will
allocate a larger proportion to equities, the longer her horizon, even
in the presence of parameter uncertainty about the predictor variable.2
Campbell and Yiceira (1999) propose a solution to the multi-period
portfolio choice problem under plausible assumptions about the nature
of time-varying expected returns and investors' utility functions.
In this paper, we explore mean reversion patterns in an intuitive
setting and show that these patterns have direct .implications for the
investor's asset allocation decision. Mean reversion in stock returns
suggests that bad returns over several time periods are likely to be
followed by several periods of good returns. With a random walk, the
future is a flip of the coin, regardless of the outcomes in earlier periods.
If stock returns exhibit mean reversion in long horizons, the volatility
of returns is lower than that implied by a random walk modeL We use
the post-World War II period to study the pattern of mean reversion.
Using monthly Large Company U.S. Stock returns, we implement
various tests, including those suggested by Fama and French (1988) and
Lo and Mackinlay (1988), to report that the evidence of mean reversion
is strongest in a 4-year cycle. Apparently, a couple of bad years tend to

be fol!owed by a couple of good yea rs and vice versa. This reinforces
the result in McQueen and Thorley (1 991), who use a Markov chain
approach to report that a low annual stock return is three times more
likely to be preceded by a sequence of two years of high returns as
compared to two years of low returns.
Samuelson (1969, 1994) has shown that if an investor's relative
risk aversion is greater than unity, then her asset allocation choice is
independent of her investment horizon provided that the risky asset
r~turn.s foll?w a random walk. This is a refutation of the popular time
dtver~tficatlOn a~gument. ~amuelson ( 1991) qualifies the above result by
showmg theorettcally that m the presence of mean reversion the optimal
proportiOn allocated to equities increases as the investment horizon
lengthens. This has been interpreted particularly in the practitioner
literature (see Kritzman, 1994 and Reichenstein & Dorsett,l995) as
redemption for the time diversificatio,n position. However, our tests
detect a pattern of mean reversion that does not validate the time
d iversification positio n; the optimal allocation to equities reaches a
~eak_at four years, beyond which it declines. Siegel (1998) comments:
tt mtght seem puzzling why the holding period has almost never been
considere~ in portfolio theory. This is because modern portfolio theory
was estahhshed when the academic profession believed in the random
walk theory of security prices ... The holding period becomes a crucial
issue when the data reveal the mean reversion of the stock returns."
We suggest that that it is important to construct an investment
~trategy that exploits the d ampened volatility in risky asset returns that
ts brout~ht about b~ a 4-year mean reversion cycle. As an example, we
postu.late a 6-year Investment horizon with an asset allocation change
permttted at year four. In a standard utility maximization framework,
we show that an investor with constant relative risk aversion maximizes
utility by ch~nging her asset allocatio n proportions in the foun h year.
Evtdently, tt ts preferable to invest 79% and 43% in risky assets fo r fo ur
and two years respectively, instead ofallocating a fixed 58%for the entire
?-y~ar period.. The~e would be no particular advantage to changing the
lntttal propo rttons tf stock prices followed a random walk.
. ~e- contributi?ns of this study are twofo ld. First, we provide
an tntu~twe exposttton of mean reversion on the basis of two data
generatt:"'lg procedures. The fi rst series preserves the serial dependence
~resent m the actual data. The second series is designed to yield serially
mdependent returns (random walk), which serves as a benchmark for
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evaluating the actual series. We confirm that there is some evidence
of mean reversion in stock returns and that it peaks in a 4-year cycle.
Although no formal statistical tests are used, a n~mber of ill~strative
methods verify this phenomenon and show that 1t pers1sts wtth real,
nominal as well as excess return data. Second, we show that the mean
reversion pattern affects the optimality of the asset allocation decisi_on.
We suggest that in addition to the macroeconomic and. other techmcal
variables ordinarily employed in tactical asset allocation models, the
mean-reverting behavior of security returns should also enter the
equation. In the next section, we provide the details_ofour methodology
and the results. The final section contains condudmg comments.

11. METHODOLOGY AN D RESU LTS
As indicated above, the raw data are monthly returns for Large
3
Company U.S. Stocks and U.S. Treasury Bills for the 1947-97 period.
We choose post-World War 11 return data in order to obtain results that
can be generalized in a contemporary setting.• The monthly Consumer
Price Index (inflation rate) numbers are used to calculate real monthly
returns o n stocks and t-bills. Two different data picking procedures
(bootstrapping) are employed. In the first procedure (designated as Data
1), one month is picked randomly and followed for six years to _calculate
annual returns over a 6-year period. This is repeated 5000 tlffies and
the observations generated mirror the actual data because the serial
pattern is maintained for each 6-year period. Under this procedure, any
mean reversion in the data will be picked up. In the second procedure
(designated as Data 2), six different months are pic~ed randomly and
each is followed for one year resulting in six non-sen al annual returns
and this is also done 5000 times. This method creates annual returns
that are independent while capturing any monthly patterns that ~ight
exist in stock and t-bill returns. This procedure is designed to yteld a
random walk in annualized returns.
In Table 1, we report the ratio of variances (Data 1 w.r.t Data 2) of
annual and cumulative returns for Year 1 through Year 6. Note that the
ratio of annual returns is tightly clustered around 1.0 fo r stock as well
as t-bill returns. This result is not particularly surprising because even
though Data 1 yields serial returns while Data 2 yields _independent
returns, the variance measurement has been reported w1th each y~ar
in a 6-year period treated as an isolated unit. However, the cumulative

TABLE 1. Ratio of Variances of Annual and Cumu lative
Returns:Var(Oata 1) / Var(Data 2)

Year

Stocks

Annual
T-Bil/.s

Excess

Stocks

Cumulative
T-Bil/.s Excess

1

1.031
(1.031)

0.987
(1.018)

1.025

1.031
(1.031)

0.987
(1.018)

1.025

2

0.969
(0.960)

0.950
(1.020)

0.961

0.915
(0.824)

1.498
(1.951)

0.907

3

0.944
(0.948)

1.049

0.954

0.814
(0.650)

1.964
(2.858)

0.824

(1.005)

4

1.010
(1.018)

1.020
(0.%5)

1.003

0.788
(0.591)

2.440
(3.569)

0.805

5

0.988
(0.985)

1.020
(0.977)

0.990

0.874
(0.662)

2.834
(4.321)

0.936

6

0.%5
(0.%3)

0.979
(0.973)

0.965

0.957
(0.720)

3.064
(4.882)

1.087

These ratios arc calculated frorn Data I and Data 2 where these data mirror the
actual and the independent returns respectively. Results are repor ted lo real
terms; the corresponding results in nominal tenns are reported in parentheses.
Excess nturos are Stock mious T-Bill returns.

(eturn ratio for stocks exhibits a U-shaped pattern with the lowest
value of0.788 in Year 4. This suggests that mean reversion in the actual
return~ (Data 1) peaks at the fo ur th year implying volatility t hat is well
below that of a random walk model (Data 2). This pattern is even more
pronounced for measurements done in nominal rather than real terms
(see nwnbers in parentheses in Table 1). By contrast, the cumulative
return ratio for t-bills shows a co ntinuous upward trend implying that
t-bill returns display mean aversion with the effect becoming stronger
as the horizo n lengthens. We also report the ratio of variances for an
excess return (stocks minus t-bills) series in Table 1. Once again, the
results are striking and consistent . The ratios for annual excess returns

cluster around 1.0 while cumulative excess returns exhibit a U-shaped
pattern with the lowest value reached in Year 4. _Clearly, the excess
return series also reflects a mean reversion pattern stmllar to that found
in real and nominal stock returns.
In order to verify the mean reversion pattern more formally, we
turn to the Lo and Mackinlay (1988) and Fama and French (1 988) tests.
These tests are based on continuously compo unded returns, r, = ln(1+
R) where R are monthly returns. Real returns are o btained by deflating
n~minal re'turns by the correspo nding Consumer Price Index. ~e
variance ratio, popularized by Lo and Mackinlay, for a q-year return ts:

VR(q) =

Var(r, (q))

(1)

TABLE 2. Tests of Mean Reversion

Year

Stocks

L·M Ratio'
Excess
T-Bills

2

0.922

3

(0.825)
0.850

1.507
(1.893)
1.891

(0.679)

(2.689)

4
5

6

where r,(q)= f.rr- j+t ·
j =\

T-Bills

Excess

0 .886

-0.082

0.458

-0.117

0 .801

(·0 .175)
-0.158

(0.874 )
0.388

- 0.194

(·0 .281)

(0.821)

0.836

2.355

(0.628)

(3.397)

0.971

2.698
(4.049)

0 .907

1.107

2.935

1.023

(0.828}

(4.6 52)

(0.730)

qVar(r,)

F-F Coefficient'

Stocks

0 .778

-0.095

0.473

(-0.248)

(0.777)

0.151
(0 .035)

(0.739)

0 .326
(0.237)

(0.712)

0.430

0.389

-0.130

0.139

0.328

~----------------~----------------

If annual returns are i.i.d. (random walk), then Var(r,(q)) ~ qVar(r,) ~nd,
therefore, VR(q) = 1. If security returns are mean reverting (aver~mg).
then VR(q) is less than (more than) one. We implement these vanance
ratios for stock and t-bill returns for q = 2,3...6.
Another intuitive test of mean reversion is suggested by Fama and
French (1988). Consider running an OLSon the following:

Notes: • L-M Ra tio is the vari'lllce ratio of the Lo-Mackinlay test ; a valu e less
(m ore) than 1 suggests mean reversion (aversion).
' F-F Coe.fficient is the regression coefficient ofthe Fama-French tes t; a n egative
(positive) value s uggests mean reversion (aversion). Resu lts a re reported i n r eal
terms; the correspon ding resalts in n ominal terms are reported in parentheses.
Excess retur us are Sto ck minus T·Bill re t urns.

{2)

Notice that the slope coefficient, ~,. of the above regression
denotes the first-order autocorrelation of p-period returns. If the slope
coefficient is negative (positive) it implies mean reversion (aversion:.
Further, it should be noted that if annual returns are used and ~~ ts
negative for p = 2, it suggests that two years of good (bad) returns are
likely to be followed by two years of bad (good) returns, implying mean
reversion in a 4-year cycle. In order to make this test comparable to
the variance ratio test, we use half-yearly returns for implementing the
Fama-French test with p = 2,3...6.
The variance ratios as well as the slope coefficients for 2-year
through 6-year cycles are reported in Table 2. Once again, aU-shaped
pattern in mean reversion shows up fo r stock returns based on Data
1. The variance ratio starts off at 0.92 for the 2-year return, reaches a

minimum of0.84 for the 4-year return and turns up again reaching 1.11
fo r the 6-year return. Again, the effect is much more pronounced for
nominal returns. Although, the slope coefficient for the Fama- French
test is the lowest for a 3-year cycle, it is still negative fo r Year4, becoming
positiv? thereafter. Also, both test procedures applied to excess returns
yield results confirming a mean reversion effect that peaks in a 4-year
cycle.5 lt should be noted that there is no obvious economic explanation
for this apparent 4-year cycle. Even though our analysis has been
executed in aggregate series, there is mounting evidence in the cross
section that stock returns exhibit short-term momentum (up to twelve
months) :md reversals over a 3-5 year period (see Jegadeesh & Titman,
2001}. /" number of theorists have suggested that investors are subject
to behavkJral biases that induce departures from market efficiency (see
Daniel et a!., 2001 for a review).

In this paper, our focus is to explore the implicatio ns o f m ean
reversion patterns for the investor's asset allocation decision. We
adopt a standard wealth ut ility maximization framewo rk to identify the
. optimal allocation be twee n the risk-fr ee (t-bills) and risky assets (stocks)
over investment horizons ra nging from one to six years. Consider the
following terminal wealth a t pe riod t:

TABLE3. Optimal Allocatio n to Risky Assets
for different (Years 1-6) Investment Horizons
Year

(3)
wher e W 0 re presents the value of the initial wealth and annualized
retur ns ofstocks and t-bil!s are give n by R, a nd R, respectively. Note that
u is the proportion of the initial invest ment that is allocated to equities.
The investor maxim izes he r expected utility to ma ke a n optimal asset
allocation decision a t time t.- Let the utility func tion be:

Data2

0.62

0.64

2

0.66

0.62

3

0.76

0.63

4

0.88

0.62

5

0.71

0.61

6

0.58

0.60

Data I and Data 2 are simulated to mirror the actual and h .
real retur.ls respectively. 1he utility is m . . d
b t .e mdependent
all
·
.
·'
axlmJze to o ta•n the optimal
W o~al!on to nsky as~ets, .a. over various investment horizons. Initial wealth
o - $1 and the relatiVe nsk aversion parameter, l / & = S.
' .

(4)

with a constant relative r isk aversion pa ram eter = 11 I>; 8 > 0 and W >O.
The optimal a is deter mined by numerically maximizing the sample
average utility with 1/f> = 5, W 0 "' $1, and t = 1,2...6. The results are
presented in Table 3. The assumption at this point is that the investor
pursues a passive buy-and-hold strategy a nd m aintains the initial asset
allocation propo rtions ove r the e ntire invest ment h orizon. The optimal
a, under the Da ta 2 scenario is a ro und 62% regardless of the length of
the investment horizon. Recall that the Data 2 p rocedure genera tes
serially independent returns and hence this result is nothing but a
confirmation of th e Samuelson (1969) proof of the tim e d iversification
fallacy. However, the more interesting finding flows from Data 1 or
the sample that is design ed to reflect the t rue nature of dependence in
annual returns. Once again, an inverted ·u-shaped pattern emerges.6
The optimal a rises from 62% for a 1-year horizon to a peak of 88% for
the 4-year horizon and declines to 58% fo r the 6-year h orizon. This
result contradicts the popular b elief that m ean r eversion in stock returns
could perhaps be used to justify t he tim e diversification argument.
The h igher allocat ion to r isky assets for a 4-year period ste ms
from the fact that the volatility in a 4-year cycle is reduced due to m ean
reversion in stock returns. In cross-section al a nalyses, one attempts
to create a hedge portfo lio by including a risky asse t that is negatively

Data I

correlat~d with the other risky assets in the portfolio. A ne a tive
cor relatwn m akes the volatility of th's
.
.
g .
1 h e d ge asset
• .
a n sk-reducmg
proper ty. SrmJlarly, negatively correlated re turns in a mea
.
cyc1e cou 1-'' J serve a s ·rmtlar
. p urpose.
n re versiOn
As an example, we postula te a 6-year investment horizon to

c~~pare .th e b~y-and- hold strategy for the entire 6-year period (6 0)
:"'t ~ne In whrch asset allocation s are changed after a 4-year run This
IS

achieved by making an asset allocation change either a t the end ~f th
'Tite ter m inal wealth a t t = :

:s~cond year (2,4) o r the fo urth year (4,2).

W6 = a ,Wp +R,,)6·i + (1 -et)Wp +R,)"'i
Wi =a,Wo(I +R ,)i + (1-a )W ( I +R \i
'
1
o
n.r

(5)

(6)

The R,,. Rn and R,,. Rl'l represent an nualized returns for the first
years and the last 6-j years respectively where J. - 2 or 4 Th
t 'l·
fun t'
d fi d
· .
·
e u 1 •ty
ll c ~~n e ne earher m (4) is maximized to yield the optimal asset
a ocattOn proportions a, and a,. Ifno switch is allowed then a Th
'
e
1 - a2•
.

J

.
N te that in the case of Data 2 (seriaUy
results are reported m Table ~;rna~ ro ortion in risky assets is a near
independent returns) the op
P p . toyed ln stark contrast, for
constant 60% regardless of the str~:'r e~~ence ~bserved in the actual
Data 1 (designed to reflect the sen. k epssets var y dramatically with an
data), the optimal allocations to ns "f a
d .
d t exploit the dampened
asset allocation change.
An investment approach eslgne an ~eversion involves holding
volatility in risky asset retur~snd:~:oe:einvestment h orizon, the (4,2)
these assets for four years.
I ~
h. gher average utility than the
as well as the (2,4) strategies res~ t Jn a .~ len; wealth levels to risky
w report certamty eqmva
.
(6,0) strategy.
e
. l levels to highlight the utility gam. We
prospects, evaluated at optJmad add .' t.ons of terminal wealth for the
th
an and stan ar evla I
( 0)
also report e me .
h the (2 ,4) -strategy dominates the 6,
above three strategies. Note t at I
d a lower sample standard
f h' h r samp e mean an
strategy in terms o a tg e H
the certainty equivalent wealth
deviation of ~ermin~~ we~t~4 )~~~::~with an improvement of about
2
level IS the highest "lth t e ,
. (6 0) strategy? The o ptimal
four% in total real return over the paSSIVe '

TAB LE 4. Optimal Allocation to R~sky Assets
for a 6-year Investment H on zon
Data2

Data 1
Strategy

(6.0)

(2,4)

(4,2)

(6,0)

(2,4)

0.62

(4,2)
0.61

0.58

0.43

0.79

0 .60

a,

0 .74

0.43

0 .60

0.60

0 .58

0.60

a,

1.214

CE(W,l

1.179

1.184

1.186

1.214

1.214

1.441

1.430

1.430

0.397

0 .372

0 .372

Mean(WJ

1.437

1.446

1.471

Stddev(WJ

0.384

0.383

0.403

.
d
. rrorthe actual and the independent
Data 1 and Data 2 are slmulatle to rru axl·mized to obtain optimal asset
f ly The ut11ty, , IS m
W)
real returns respec lYe ·
~
six ear investment period. CE( •
allocation to risky a~sets (a,. and a ,) f ~a risk; six year prospect. Sample mean
represents the certamty equllvale;t ~the :ptimal a 's are given by Mean(W,) and
and standard devmtton eva uate a
Stddev(WJ.

asset allocation is 79% allocated to equities fo r the first 4-year period
followed by a sharply reduced 43% assigned to equities for the remaining
2-year period. Clearly, this is the mean reversion effect at wo rk and it is
strongest for the 4-year return.
'Xfe emphasize that the 6-year h orizon was chosen purely as an
exampie. We also reran the experiment with a 10-year ho rizon with
a swit.:h either at year 6 or year 8. These switch points were chosen to
expht the 4-year mean revers io n pattern.8 The certainty equivalent
wealth levels were slightly higher for the (6,4) and (8,2) strategies
compared to the ( 10,0) buy-and-hold strategy. The results based on the
6-yeat horizon are more reliable due to the data constraints of longer
ho rizon returns. Since we are working with monthly data from 1947
97, we can construct very few 10-year periods even when we consider
overlapping periods9
It is important to point out that in the above (simplified) example,
the investor is following an unconditio nal buy-and-hold strategy with
one asset allocation change at time 4 that is predetermined at t ime 0. In
other words, the investor !earns nothing from the actual returns realized
in the initial 4-year period. Practically, when an investor contemplates
an asset allocation change, quite apart from th e general historical pattern
of mean reversion in stock returns, the returns immediately preceding
the char:ge point are clearly salient. lf a 4-year mean reversion cycle
is to be interpreted as two years of bad (good) returns following two
years of good (bad) returns, one could exp[oit this pattern in making
dynamic asset allocation decisions. We conduct the following simple
experiment to demonstrate this fact.
Consider an investor who has a 4-year investment horizon and
is generally content to follow a buy-and-hold strategy. According to
this specification, she wiU allocate 88% to equities (see Table 3, Data
1 column). However, this investor reserves the right to make an asset
allocation change after two years if her 2-year realized return falls either
in the top or bottom quartile of historical 2-year returns. Usin g a grid
search, we find that it is optimal for the investor in the bottom (top)
quartil<: to increase (decrease) the allocation to equities to 100% (58%).
The investor who makes this change ends up with a certainty equivalent
wealth level of $1.1665 whereas the investor who does nothing ends up
with $1.1569. Apparently, the gains associated with the 4-year mean
reversion cycle under a buy-and-hold scenario can be further enhanced

by a dynamic strategy. However, a detailed analysis of dynamic
rebalancing is beyond the scope of this pap er.
We feel that investment practitioners ought to factor in mean
reversion effects in their asset allocation models for buy-and-hold as
well as dyn amic rebalancing strategies. This is particularly true for the
type oftactical asset allocation described by Sharpe (1 992). As he points
out: "Tactical chan ges in asset mix are driven by changes in predictions
concerning asset returns:· We believe that the prediction models
could be improved if they incorporate the mean reversion (or aversion)
properties of different asset classes in ad dition to the macroeconomic
and fundamental variables usually employed.

Ill . CONCLUSION
In this p aper, we study the mean reversion phenomenon in
security returns and the implicatio ns for the investor's asset allocatio n
decision. We use a bootstrapping procedure that yields two different
series ofannual returns over a 6-year h orizon. The ftrst series preserves
the serial dependence present in the actual data. The second series is
designed to yield serially independent returns (random walk), which
serves as a benchmark for evaluating the actual series.
Mean reversion implies that stock return volatility is lower than
what is predicted by a random walk model. We find that there is a
well defined U-shaped pattern in the mean reversion behavior in stock
returns. Using a variety o f approaches, we show that mean reversion
increases as you lengthen the horizon, pe\}ks at the 4-year return and
diminishes in intens ity thereafter. This pattern implies that the optimal
allocation to equities reach es a peak at four years, beyond wh ich
it declines. Therefore, mean reversion cannot be used to justify the
popular time divers ification argument that the allocation to equities
in creases continuously with investment horizon.
We suggest that that it is important to construct an investment
strategy that exploits the dampen ed volatility in risky asset returns that
is brought about by a 4-year mean reversion cycle. We demonstrate this
by postulating a 6-year investment horizon and compare a buy-and-hold
strategy with one in which the asset allocation is changed at the fourth
year. We sh ow that it is preferable to invest a high proport ion in equities
for four years and lower this exp osure significantly in the remaining
two years relative to allocating a fi xed proportion for the entire 6-year

p el'iod. There is no advantage to chan in h . . .
the random walk series is used.
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NOTES
I.

See DeLong et al (1990).

:· Aho see Kandel and Stambaugh (1996).
· These returns are from Ibbotson A
.
ssoctates and represent the S&P 500
Composite ' ' ith dividends reinvest d f
56.
e rom 1957-97 and the S&P 90 from 1947
•· Kim, Nelson and Startz (1991) ·
(8 years or longer) mean reversion is d pom: out that the very long-horizon
. 'In ven argely by the unreliable pre-war
period. Sec McQueen (1992) ~
s.
or a S1m1ar observatiOn.
. When Data 2 are used, the L-M ratio
consrstently dose to 1 and 0 respect· I . Jl s and the F-F coefficients are
6IVe Ym a cases.
See Thorley (1995) for a similar result.

7

When nominal wealth is used, the improvement of the (4,2) strategy is

4 .4% over the (6,0) strategy. This result is consistent with our earlier tests that

showed that m ean reversion is mo re evide nt with nominal returns. We also
implemented other switch point strategies. (i.e., (1,5), (3,3). (5, 1)) and by all
measures the (4,2) strategy was dominant.
8 Ideally the re should be two switches o ver ten years occurring at e ither
2,6 or 4,8 but we implemented o nly one switch point since this exercise is
primarily a sensitivity check on o ur previous result.
9
ln the interest ofbrevity, we do not report results for the 10-yea r horizo n
experiment but they are available from the authors.
10
Most re tirement funds like TIAA-CR£f permit seve ral asset-allocation
changes without fees.
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